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Feature headline

Poles that are currently in service 
can be reinstated by lifting them 
clear of the ground and removing 

the degraded butt. The lower section of 
the pole is then machined to the same 
diameter as the new stub. The new steel 
stub is then placed into the original hole 

and the machined section of the pole is 
lowered into the steel stub. To complete 
the process the hole around the installation 
is back-filled and compacted as required.

economic advantages
By reinstating rather than replacing aged 
and condemned poles, rebutting has 
obvious economic advantages. Rebutting 
is often quicker and cheaper than pole 
replacement. Savings can vary from a 
few hundred dollars for simple structures 
to several thousands of dollars for more 
complex structures such as double 
structures, sub- station, switch and multi-
circuit poles. 

When applied to in-service poles, 
conductors remain live at all times and 
in many cases pole hardware, including 
substations, remain untouched and fully 
operational thus eliminating costly and 
inconvenient outages to customers. 
Rebutting has proven economically viable 
and competitive especially considering its 

uniqueness for reinstating large complex 
structures or raising the height of existing 
poles where the only other option is 
replacement.

an eFFective deterrent
Rebutted and new composite poles are 
stronger than traditional installations 
because of the disassociation of the 
timber from the soil. The timber portion 
of rebutted and composite poles can be 
classified as fully seasoned or air-dried 
timber rather than saturated or green 
timber and due to reduced moisture 
levels within the lower section of the pole 
damaging fungal activity cannot normally 
be sustained. Further, rebutted poles have 
proved to be an effective deterrent against 
subterranean termite attack and with no 
timber at ground-line a grass fire will not 
normally ignite a rebutted pole. The result 
is a lower capital outlay for an asset that 
will be stronger, safer and, in many cases, 
have a life far in excess of a standard 
timber pole.

summary
Rebutting technology can be utilised for 
new installations (composite poles) or 
to reinstate poles currently in service. In 
addition to reinstatement, Rebutting is 
the only effective method to permanently 
increase the height and/or the strength 
of an existing pole e.g. for thermal 
upgrades or to increase conductor 
clearance. Should it be required poles 
can also be re-plumbed, repositioned 
and have their embedment increased. 
Utilising the rebutting process for new 
installations retains all the benefits of 
timber such as secondary insulation value, 
ease of transport, the attachment of pole 
hardware etc. The butts themselves are a 
durable asset which are reusable should 
the pole top become unserviceable in 
years to come.
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Pole Rebutting
Pole rebutting is a process of replacing the in-ground portion of a timber pole with a 
steel and concrete stub. Rebutting can be applied to new pole installations (composite 
poles) or poles currently in service. Rebutted poles are stronger and more durable 
than a standard timber pole and can be installed without interrupting supply. 

Pole rebutting is a process of replacing the 
in-ground portion of a timber pole with a steel 
and concrete stub. 



Benefits of Pole Rebutting

Cost Effective  

Increased Strength and Durability  

Fungal and Termite Attack Resistant  

Suit New and Existing Installations  

Environmentally Friendly  


